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> Develop the strategic

skills needed to thrive

> L earn from experts

including Sir David Carter

> Build a powerful network

of like-minded trust leaders
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BUILDING THE NEXT GENERATION OF

TRUST LEADERS
Trust Leaders is an evidence-informed, practical training programme for leaders
of multi-academy trusts, or similar organisations, who want to become exceptional
leaders and build sustainable organisations. The programme is run by the sector’s
leading expert educators, including former National Schools Commissioner, Sir
David Carter.

Trust Leaders benefits for you
> Become a successful CEO. Gain
greater understanding of yourself
and your organisation with exclusive
insights into the education system
from our experts.
> Improve the life chances of your
trust’s pupils. Becoming an expert
trust leader will help your trust to
improve and will positively impact
on the life chances of children in all
your schools.
> Explore multiple site leadership
approaches. Investigate the complex
academy system and learn practical
strategies to build a single trust culture.
> Drive change at scale. Build your
understanding of change theory with
direct application to the trust sector.

> Consolidate your vision. Develop a
clear, strategic vision for your trust to
lead improvement across schools, raising
standards and outcomes for pupils.
>B
 uild stakeholder relationships.
Develop your communication skills
to engage with your trust, your
community and the media.
>D
 evelop your talent. Design a trust
specific talent strategy and build a
sustainable workforce for the future.
> J oin a powerful network. Meet and
share knowledge with a large group
of like-minded CEOs and executive
leaders working in similar contexts.

What does the training include?
> Four two-day residential events, led
by sector experts, sharing evidenceinformed insights and strategies to
develop your trust.
> Learning visits to leading trusts to
see how these insights are applied
in practice.
> Six hours of executive coaching,
giving you specific support to unlock
your full leadership potential.
> Peer-to-peer development sessions
to learn from leaders facing similar
challenges.

> Access to leadership expertise
from outstanding individuals and
organisations, drawing on findings
from Ambition Institute’s own research.
> Access to 360-degree and trust
diagnostic tools to analyse your
progress and highlight areas for
further development.
How much does the training cost?
The programme costs £9,450.

My commitment is to support
CEOs to strategically lead their
trusts better than they thought
possible, while helping them to
raise standards for pupils and
become the employer of choice
in their community.
Sir David Carter, Executive Director of
System Leadership, Ambition Institute

ambition.org.uk

About Ambition Institute
We are a graduate school for teachers,
school leaders and system leaders
with charity status. Our programmes
help educators serving children from
disadvantaged backgrounds to keep
getting better.
Children from disadvantaged
backgrounds don’t do as well at school.
We are working to change that. Through
our programmes we want to ensure
there are expert teachers in every
classroom being led by exceptional
school leaders at all levels.
LEARN MORE
Get in touch today to find out more
about joining Trust Leaders.
ambition.org.uk
info@ambition.org.uk
020 3668 6865

Ambition Institute is a registered charity, number 1146924.

In an ever-changing education
landscape, the programme
provides space to develop a
clear, strategic vision for our trust
so that we can best serve our
pupils. The opportunity to meet
and discuss similar challenges
with like-minded trust CEOs
has been hugely beneficial.
Annette, CEO, Weaver Trust

